CHAPTER V

CLOSURE

A. Conclusion

After doing the research and analyzing the data about the pre-service English teacher’s problem in creating media for teaching practice II in school. The researcher found six problems that encountered by pre-service English teacher in creating media, there are lack of idea or creativity to create certain media, understanding the characteristic of students, lack of experience in teaching, lack or limitation of facilities from school, cost that they spend to created media, and time allocation for media in teaching learning process. In this research ten pre-service English teacher are used from ten Islamic Senior High School in Banjarmasin. Teaching media that pre-service English teacher created has a good quality. Teaching media appropriate with students characteristic, teaching media appropriate with material and learning goal, teaching media can attractive the students, teaching media can use properly and student understand the material through media.

B. Suggestions

Based on finding of research, the researcher would like to propose the suggestion as follow:
1. For the pre-service English teacher, this research expected to encounter the problem before creating teaching media and improve their quality in created or use teaching media for students. In this teaching practice II program, all pre-service English will practice directly for two months before become a real teacher. The pre-service English teacher can be more creative and improve their knowledge.

2. For the next researcher that same research about pre-service English teacher’s problem in creating media for teaching practice II in school in other place to how they solve the problem or the way they implemented the media that they have been created.